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Stampin' Up!® Pansy
Petals Tags

ag Measurements:  

 

Pansy Petals DSP large stitched tag - die cut with the largest Tailor Made Tags

dies.  

Fresh Freesia 2021-2023 In Color Shimmer Vellum stitched tag & hole layer -

die cut the second largest stitched tag & hole layer with the Tailor Made Tags

dies.  

Basic White cs sentiment stitched tag - die cut with the smallest stitched tag

with the Tailor Made Tags dies.  

Pansy Petals DSP flowers - fussy cut with paper snips.  

Basic Black Baker's Twine  

DSP= Designer Series Paper  

cs = cardstock

Supplies needed:

Pansy Patch Photopolymer

Stamp Set (English)

[154999 ]

$25.00

Pansy Patch Bundle (English)

[155674 ]

$51.25

Tuxedo Black Memento Ink

Pad

[132708 ]

$6.00

Pansy Petals 12" X 12" (30.5 X

30.5 Cm) Designer Series

Paper

[155807 ]

$11.50

2021–2023 In Color Shimmer

Vellum

[155616 ]

$12.00

Basic White 8 1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[159276 ]

$9.75

Stampin' Cut & Emboss

Machine

[149653 ]

$120.00

Tailor Made Tags Dies

[155563 ]

$22.00

Paper Snips

[103579 ]

$10.00

Stampin' Pierce Mat

[126199 ]

$5.00
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Simply Shammy

[147042 ]

$8.00

Baker's Twine Essentials

Pack

[155475 ]

$11.00

Handmade For You Cling

Stamp Set

[154494 ]

$17.00

Project Recipe:

1. There are two different edged tops to choose from in the Tailor Made Tags

dies. Choose which edged top stitched tag you want to make and then die cut

out the Pansy Petals Designer Series Paper with the largest stitched tag die of

that kind.

2. Die cut out the Fresh Freesia 2021-2023 In Color Shimmer Vellum with the

second largest stitched tag and the small hole layer with the Tailor Made Tags

dies.

3. Die cut the Basic White cs smallest stitched tag with the Tailor Made Tags

dies. Stamp the sentiment from the Pansy Patch stamp set in Memento Black

ink.
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4. Layer your stitched tag pieces with the small whole layer at the top and then

loop through a piece of Basic Black Baker's Twine.

5. I finished off the tag by stamping the sentiment on the back of the tag in

Memento Black ink and added fussy cut Pansy Petals DSP flowers to pull the

theme through.


